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0Nr.rws coMMUNITY

Jason B. Ohler

Overview

I recently completed a three year study of ,,online community" - the study of life within

a computing conferencing environment approached from the point of view of community

theory. The subject ofthis study is PortaCom, a computer conferencing system that has resided

on the University of Alaska Southeast's (UAS) VAX mini-computer since 1988. Althou-gh,

strictly speaking, ,fortaCom" is the name of a particular piece of computef confere,'ncing

software, in this article all references to ,,PortaCom' refer specifically to the installation ofthis

software at the University of Alaska Southeast. The purpose of this article is 1o share some of
'he major findings of this studY.

During tle study PortaCom was home over 100 conferences covering a variety of
Yopics anal over three hundred members of varying involvement. I selected the PortaCom

,yrt"- us the subject of this study of online community for four reasons. First, I have had a

geat deal ofpersonal experience on the PortaCom systern, using it extensively since 1990 in

the capatities of teacher, student, project organizer and participant, researcher, system

operator, and network explorer. Second, during the past tkee years I have observed many

,if*."n".r to ,,the PortaCom Community" by PortaCom users, as well as group behaviors that

implied the presence of some form community. Third, members of exploratory focus groups

held at the beginning ofthis project overwhelmingly agreed that they oonsidered PortaCom to

be a community, although they had a diffcult time describing the nature of the community.

And fourth, PortaCom supports different kinds of conferences that form different kinds of
oriline space, which in tum encourage different kinds of social interaction and behavior. It is
variety of social interaction that makes PortaCom a rich social environment, and makes it such

an interesting subject ofstudY.

Online Community and Community Theory

A number of the conceptual problems associated with community study are caused by

the fact that the term ,,communitt'' has many different meanings. In particular, modem

adaptations of the term cover a wide variety of social experience rangng &om limited

associations, such as one's professional community, to more encompassing experiences, such

as one's physical community and the sense ofbelonging attaohed to it. During the course of
this study, i tatked with many oolleagues and others interested in this research project about the

issue of ,,community". I came to appreciate that many felt an emotional attachment to the word

,,communitl'. Some of those not involved with PortaCom felt strongly that the term

,,communitf' should not be used to refer to anything less than a faidy comprehensive social

experience, which they felt a computer - mediated communication (CMC) system could not

provide. However, some of those involved with PortaConl particularly focus group

participants, felt strongly that Portacom did constitute a manifestation of community, though

they found this manifestation difrcult to describe'

Emotioaal attachments asidg the terms ,,community" and ,,online communitf' are

widely used and need to be addressed as part of any study of the social structures within a

\..- CMC system. For the purposes of this articlg online community, both expands and limits the

concept ofcommunity. The rest ofthis section explores the concept ofonline community, how

it relates to the other models of oommunity used in this study, and what it adds to conceptual

considerations of community.



.Inthis historicai overview of media evolution, Levinson notesthat there is,,always a

price to pay, a loss of prior Qomnrunication ability, with each step forward' fu.a, 1990). llis
second principle of media evolution states that ,,new media often retrieve elements of
biological (natural) communication eclipsed by primitive rnedia (which extend communication

only by sacrificing some of its natural benefrts)" (p.a, 1990). Consider the three primary

communication technologies of modemity: telephones, radio and television. Telephones

connect in an interactive environment people who are separated by space. However, phone

interaction is largely dyadic communication, and very rarely group - oriented. Radio and

television create vicarious group experience but at the expense ofinteractivity and group self -

awareness.

Computer conferencing offers some compensation for the weaknesses in these

technologies. A computer conferencing environment ofers a new dimension to ,,community"
because of a unique quality: it facilitates not only elements of personal networks, helping

individuals maintain networks consisting of people who do not live near each other, but also of
thg neighborhood model of community, in which members of a community share some

common geographic basis. Online communily is represented in the table below:

A comparison of key aspects of the communication channels used to sustain community

helps to illuminate other unique qualities of computer conferencing with regard to the concept

of online community.
Table 1. of Dilferent Forms

Table 2. Comparison of Channels of Communication

As mentioned earlieq technologies are coming together rapidly, making it difficult to
form definitive distinctions arnong them in terms of these key aspects. Howeveq the table

adequateJy reflects common usage and strengths of these forms of comnnunication, and thus a

detailed analysis of al1 the exceptions that could be cited does not add anlhing substantive to

this discussion.
As the table indicates,, only computer conferencing allows asynchronous, geographically

dispersed, personal, and gronp activity. However, the crux of computer conferencing's real

power and unique contribution as a medium to the realization of community lies in the fact that

it is the only medium that truly facilitates asynckonous g.oup activity. As such it a1lows

groups ofpeople to interact in a common, virtual ,,space" that does not operate according to

schedules. The benefits of asynckonicity are unique. The online equivalent of a town meetiag

happens whenever people sign on. No one waits. There is no such thing as being la*.e. No one

Group Bused OR
Inilividual Baseil

G e o gap hic ally D isp en e d OR

Neighborhood
Personai Network

Group
Individual
Both

Concentrated
Dispersed
Both

Faeilitates
Fatilitales Ertending
Group/Activity Personal

? Network?

Phone NOTEASILY YES

ln-person Interaction YES \aES

Wrillen Correspondence NOT EASILY YES

Comouter Conlbrencins YES YESins YES

Accomxndates
Geographically
Disperseil
Communications?

YES
NO
YES
YES

Accomtnodales
Asyncbronous

SORT OT'

NO
lT'S
YES



misses any pafi ofthe meeting because all meeting activity is stored and retrievable. Both space

and time are almost complaely eliminated as barriers to forming this kind of group activity. I
define online community as follows:

Online Community: an asynchronous social system that, trough the use of computer -

mediated communicatiorq facilitates:
r geographically dispersed communication,
. the extension and facilitation ofone's personal network,

. group activity and identity.

Howeveq the limitations of online community are also present in this definition. Its

greates strengths, asynchronicity and geographic dispersal, are also its weaknesses. The lack of
synchronous, geographically - based aotivity precludes many of the activities normally

associated with living in a community. The fact that online communrty is a CMC - based

activity reduces community to an exchange of, at present, primarily text. Online community,

like all expressions of community in the modern age, is an aot of limited, focused community,

with its own unique contribution to the expansion and limitation of human potential. The next

section ofthis chapter deals specifically with those aspects ofPortaCom that contribute to the

expaasion of human potential.

Tbe Opportunity of Online Community

The combining of the qualities of group - based communities and personal networks in

an asynchronous environment creates resources and facilitates social opportunities not

commonly found in either community model. described below are the new resources and

opportunities that PortaCom offers. Some of these are, no doubt, shared by other online

"n'r,iron-"nts. 
Howevel they represent the strongest qualities of PortaCom as indicated by the

data. These qualities could give flrture studies a step toward understanding how an increased

involvement in online environmbnts changes our behaviors and social expeotations, in both

virtual and non - virtual environments.

PortaCom offers:
l. Private, public, and restricted group - based communication within the same

environment. Users oan engage in private, personal, social, and public communication, which

offer opportunities to develop many diferent kinds ofrelationships-

Z. Opportunities to meet new people and make new friends. This aspect ofPortaCom

surfaced many times during the course of the study. It is a truly unique contribution to social

activity and the olearest example of Levinson's seoond principle of media evolution, which

states that elements of natural, in this case face - to ; face, communication that were

abandoned by other modem media will be retrieved by newer media.

3. The freedom and safety to express oneselfabout subjects often considered taboo in

the non - virtual world. The overwhelming predominance of ,,Love and Sex" as one of the two

focal conferences (,Open Forum" being the other) among the over one hundred conferences

that PortaCom supported is testimony to what happens when people are uninhibited enough to

discuss higbly personal issues with strangers.

4. The freedom and safety to be more forthright about one's immediate feelings, and in

the process break the individual and group behavioral norms ofthe non - virtual world. The

volume of traffc in ,,Open Forum" is testimony to what happens when people feel uninhibited

enough to react,,in the moment" rationally and emotionally.

5. An opportunity to pursue rational order. PortaCom is a handso4 participant - driven

act of social evolution. It represent an intellectual version of what communes in the 1960's

tried to produoe in the non - virhral world, incorporating many indMdual concerns within an

environment that has little authoritative structure or government.
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6. Both a broadcast and niirrowcast,iaformation medium. PortaCorn facilitates a

process by which users can easily appeai to a:broad user group in order to locate information,

experts, and discussion groups conceming very specific, often esoteric, interest areas.

7. Access to people grouped by interest. PoriaCom se€ms to be a community in whioh

activities and people are searchable, based on interest (through,,new user presentations" and

by virtue of conference membership). The effect of this is the minimization of ,,start up time" in
getting to know people and detemrining areas of compatibility.

8. Core groups co - existence. PortaCom is flexible and powerful enough, as software

and as a social systeflL to maintain two largely independent groups ofusers engaged in frvo of
liFe's main social funotions: work and recreation:

The Euture

Within the framework of Levinson's theory of historical overview of the evolution of
medi4 ot is reascnably possible to predict the future evolution of the online environment by

underqtanding its strengths and weaknesses. CIr{C system developers will likely build upon

CMC system's abilities to facilitate group - based, geographically dispersed communicatiori.

However, as a text - based medium CMC systems coqveys a very limited kind of information

and thereby factTitate limited kinds of communication. This is a major weakness of CMC
systems, and will need to be addressed.

It appears fairly likely that the next step in the evolution of online environments will be

the synthesis of multimedia capabilities and networking. Each has what the other lacks. CMC -

based networks ofer social distribution on an interrutional scale, but in largely text - based

environments. On the other hand, current multimedia environments are generally ,,stand -

alone" and non - distributed (iargely due io equipment and transmission costs) but are data -

rich, incorporating text, graphics, voicq and video. The online environment will seek to regain

the information it lost in becoming a world of words by incorporating these data sources in an

interconnected web of resources.
The PortaCom of the future mighl well include conference messages consisting of

audio and/or video information. It might also include drawings, charts, and other kinds of
graphics that make the communication of complex ideas much easier. A number of
inexpensive, multimedia progmms already aliow for this kind of communication, but they are

not currently used within the context ofa conferencing environment. Recent software products

developed to transmit multimedia information on the Internet, such as NCSA Mosaic, are

plagued by baadwidth problems - currert data networks do not have the capacity to effectively

traflsmit multimedia information. The transmission speed of the information varies with
network traf&c and is often s1ow. But tbe direction of CMC is clear: the restoration of some of
the elements of communication lost by reducing communication to an exchange of text.

Micro versus Mncro Perspective and a Call for Online Anthropology

I see the need to develop two different perspectives for researching online activity: the

micro perspective and the macro perspective.

The micro perspective pursues a psyohoiogical understanding, focusing on users who

are committed to an online environment and have included it as an importaat part of their lives.

A follow - up study might well consist of irterviews with core group members to determine the

nature of their use of and attachment to Portacom. In particular the researcher might atternpt

to determine whether there are types of people who are attracted to and dependent upon

PortaCom or if there are personalities that are especially suited to PortaCom or the online

environment in general. Such information could be invaluable to software developers,

educators, business professionals, and designers of CMC systems,



The macro perspective looks at the broad spectrum ofonline groups and conferencing

systems, analyang and classiffing them according to size, purpose, behavioral norms, social

structure, ritual, and other characteristics that are usually associated with the pursuits of
cultural antkopology. Research could benefit greatly ifthe broader fields of online studies and

anthropologr were to work together in applying aothropological methodology to online

re*"urih techniques, perhaps forming a branch of study that might be called online

anthropolory.
In some ways, online antkopology is implied in the work of Hiltz (1984), Vallee

(1979), and others. With the following statement, Hiltz came closest to calling such inquiry

,,online anthropologl' when she concluded a large case study of an ofrce automation project

involving computff conferencing. Ifonline anthropology has a beginaing point it is this:

Much of the early work in anthropolory fell into the category of ,,ethnographl': a

description ofa single society. Later, as this descriptive material accumulated, ,,ethnology", or

the comparison of similar institutions across societies, became possible. A priority for future

research on computer - mediated communication systems should be su.fficient standardization

of the types of data collected and the measurement used so that an ,,ethnology" of computer -

mediated systems beoomes possible (1984, p.196).

Online anthropolory will help provide the perspective needed to understald the

structwes and broad behavioral parameters of the ,,online worldl'. And it will entice cultural

anthropologists to assume the task of trying to understand a fundamentally new kind of human

gathering. This study serves as a humble contribution to the development of this particular

focus of the social sciences. It is my hope that in using conventioflal community theory to

analyze a virtual social system, I can help to provide the means and perspective needed to

advance online anthropology. In viewing PortaCom from the perspective of conventional

community theory we see from whence we came. In applying oonventional community theory

to the new environment of the virtual mediur4 perhaps we can also see where we are headed.

Portacom and the online world both limit and e,:rpand community. With enough foresight, we

can guide the development of CMC systems to create the kinds of communities that will
humanize our technological world.
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